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ABSTRACT 
 
2015. Thesis-S1: Javanese Literature Program Faculty of Letters 
and Fine Arts Sebelas Maret University Surakarta. 
The background of this research is that some mistakes may be 
found the existence of this manuscript variants, and the moral 
value in 4 desires among mankinds (luamah, anger, supiyah, and 
mutmainah) that should be exposed. 
The problems discussed in this research, namely (1) how is the 
truly manuscript of Sêrat Kajat Jati Wisesa? (2)what are the moral 
values tha have been taught by Seh Kajat Jati in the manuscript 
Sêrat Kajat jati Wisesa? 
The purpose of this research was (1). present the truly manuscript 
of Sêrat Kajat Jati Wisesa which is far away from mistake through 
philological studies. (2)to explain moral values taught by Seh Kajat 
Jati in the manuscript of Sêrat Kajat Jati Wisesa. 
Forms of philological research is a descriptive qualitative. Type of 
research is the library research. The data in this research is Sêrat 
Kajat jati Wisesatexts shaped in gancaran (prose) and lettered in 
Jawa carik totaling 215 pages. Techniques of datacollection use 
observations through catalogs manuscripts stored, potography 
metho translition. Then, analyzingof the content is used. 
Techniques of data analysis are to describe text, to critic and adeit 
some texts accompanied by aparat critics and translation. Textual 
criticisms or stanadard method are used to edit the text of Sêrat 
Kajat Jati Wisesa. Then, the data are analysed using content 
analysis.  
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The conclusions of this research were (1). Sêrat Kajat Jati 
Wisesacollection of Rêksapustaka Mangkunegaran Library catalog 
numbered O. 23 is a single manuscript, After going through the 
workings of philology from the description text, textual criticism, 
aparat criticism, transliteration, then Sêrat Kajat Jati Wisesatexts 
edited in this research is a clean text of the error and can be 
justified scientifically. (2). The contents of the text are about moral 
values, namely: 4 desires among human and how to control 
luamah, anger, supiyah, and mutmainah; praying to God between 
Hindi and Islam makrifat; the secret of knowledge and knowledge 
of happiness; the explanation of 3 betal which is connected to body 
and 4 desires of human; the symbol ang meaning of Javanese letter. 
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